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sapelo people a long pdf - In this
moving and original work,
William S. McFeely, one of this
country's most distinguished
historians,
retells
the
historyâ€•and enters into the
current-day livesâ€•of the people
who inhabit Sapelo's Island off
the coast of Georgia, descendants
of slaves who once worked its
huge cotton plantations. Mon, 22
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People from Sapelo ... - Get this
from a library! Sapelo's people : a
long walk into freedom. [William
S McFeely] -- This book recreates
the history of the descendants of
slaves who live on a barrier island
in Georgia by recounting the
memories
of
the
island's
sixty-seven inhabitants. Mon, 30
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expected
history,
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interviews with some of the
people living in Sapelo, but the
actual history and interviews
were a small part of the book. At
the end, the author said the book
was meant to be more of a
meditation on race, and I thought
- oh, then I wouldn't have bought
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14:42:00 GMT Sapelo's People:
A Long Walk into Freedom by
William S ... - sapelo has already
been through many changes.
people have lived on this island
for more than four thousand
years.
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native
americans, spanish missionaries
and rich entrepreneurs. sapelo has

a history as rich and diverse as
any region of the south.
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User Review - Not Available Book Verdict. Civil War historian
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Sapelo Island, Georgia, whose
residents are descended from
slaves brought there in the 19th
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acclaimed works on great ... Read
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Society - â€œI dunno wut she do
wid duh blood an fedduhs,â€•
Shad Hall, an elderly Sapelo
Islander, told a researcher who
came to the island searching for
African survivals during the
1930s.Â¹ His words,I donâ€™t
know what she do with the blood
and feathers, dangle at the end of
a long quote about old funeral
traditions on the island, and about

the time that his grandmother
Hester killed a white chicken ...
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Making Gullah: A History of
Sapelo Islanders, Race, and ... McFeely, who won a Pulitzer
Prize for his biography of
President Grant (1981) and
acclaim for his more recent
biography of Frederick Douglass
(1991),
offers
a
slender
``meditation on race'' in this
resonant study of the people of
Sapelo Island. McFeely returned
to this barrier island off the
Georgia coast for the 125th
anniversary of its First African
Baptist Church, and his visit
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Conservancy - The first private
owner of the island was Patrick
Mackay, who grew crops there
before the Revolution. The estate
of Mackay sold Sapelo to John
McQueen, then, in 1789, Sapelo
was acquired by a consortium of
Frenchmen who wished to
cultivate Sea Island cotton, cut
live oak timber for sale to naval
shipbuilders, stock the island with
slaves and raise cattle. Sat, 28
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the Culture and Traditions of the
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accessible only by aircraft or
boat; the primary ferry comes
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Georgia, a seven-mile (11 km),
twenty-minute trip. It is the site of
Hog Hammock, the last known
Gullah community. It is illegal to
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backdrop,
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anthropological research project
was initiated in 1992 to gather
and record archaeological and
ethnographic information about
the Geechee communities of
Sapelo Island (Crook, Bailey,
Harris, and Smith 2003). Sat, 28
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book, Sapelo: People and Place
on a Georgia Sea Island, local
historian Buddy Sullivan explores
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mystifying,
eve-changing
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